FORMERLY “DEALER ONLY” PARTS
NEW TO THE HEAVY DUTY AFTERMARKET

Cables - Auto and Manual Transmission Shift
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 7 SKUS AVAILABLE

924-7004 - Auto
Chevrolet 2010-07, GMC 2009-07, Isuzu 2010-07
OE Numbers: 8980062371, 8980062372, 8980062373

924-7012 - Manual
Isuzu NPR 1995-91
OE Numbers: 8970327121, 8970881850

924-7017 - Auto
Isuzu NPR 2007-03, Isuzu NPR-HD 2007-03
OE Numbers: 8972524451

HD EXCLUSIVE
• Cable to control transmission gearshift
• Made of high-quality materials for increased durability and a longer service life
• Direct replacement for original equipment design
• Easy to install

FAILURE MODE:
• Internal cable binds, becomes frayed or disconnected from cable linkage, resulting in difficulty shifting gears

LED Fog Light Assemblies
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 10 SKUS AVAILABLE

888-3999
Volvo VNM 2018-04
OE Numbers: 84722420

ALSO AVAILABLE:
888-5400
Mack CXU 2018-08

Diesel Particulate Filter Hardware Kits
LINE EXTENSION  5 SKUS AVAILABLE

674-9030
Cummins ISB 2016-08
OE Numbers: 2871451, 2871861

ALSO AVAILABLE:
674-9031
Cummins ISC/ISL 2017-07

HD EXCLUSIVE
• Easy to install, direct-fit replacement fog lamp assembly
• DOT compliant to ensure quality standards for safety
• Bulbs included for a complete installation
• Wiring harness included - no wire splicing necessary

FAILURE MODE:
• Replaced due to collision, damage from road debris, water intrusion and corrosion

Oil Pans
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 7 SKUS AVAILABLE

264-5002
Detroit Diesel Series 60 2017-93
OE Numbers: 23521170, 23522282

Hood Latch Assemblies
LINE EXTENSION  OVER 25 SKUS AVAILABLE

315-5208
Freightliner Century Class 2001-97
OE Numbers: A1712658002

• Holds oil for engine
• Fiberglass construction ensures long lasting rust free durability
• Drain plug included for a complete installation
• Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
• Stripped drain plug or collision damage results in oil leaks

• Secures hood to vehicle
• Mounting bracket and torx screw included for a quick bolt-on installation
• Resistant to rust for a longer service life
• Direct replacement for original equipment design

FAILURE MODE:
• The original latch fails due to general wear and corrosion, resulting in inoperable hood latch

Think It’s Dealer Only? Check Dorman First!  |  www.DormanHDSolutions.com
Headlight Filler Panels

**LINE EXTENSION**

- **HD EXCLUSIVE**
  - Headlight filler panel fills the gap between the headlight and front fender
  - Replace the damaged fender instead of the entire assembly, saving you money
  - Made of high-quality materials for durability and finish
  - Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Collision damage and road debris
- Failure results in loose or cracked fender

**889-5103**
IC Corporation 2016-06, International 2018-02
OE Numbers: 3545917C4

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**
- **889-5104**
  IC Corporation 2016-06, International 2018-02

---

LED Roof Marker Lights

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OVER 3 SKUS AVAILABLE**

- **HD EXCLUSIVE**
  - Comes with an adhesive-backed gasket and new screws for a quick and easy replacement
  - Direct replacement for original equipment design
  - CSA Compliant - avoid CSA points by replacing cracked or hazed lights

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Corrosion and water intrusion causes the LED diodes to burn out and clogging inside the lamp

**888-5128**
Kenworth T680 2016-15
OE Numbers: PS41255500

---

Multi Purpose Sensors

**LINE EXTENSION**

- **HD EXCLUSIVE**
  - Throttle Position Sensor
  - Angle of the sensor tells computer how much fuel to inject into the cylinders
  - Includes hardware and step-by-step instructions for a complete installation
  - Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Broken connector or burned out internal electronics
- Failure results in illumination of the check engine light

**904-7365**
OE Numbers: 132035, WIL132035

**904-7692**
OE Numbers: 132034, 85106760, WIL132034, WM132034

**904-7785**
OE Numbers: 3917928

---

NEW PRODUCT ALERTS!

Hundreds of Exclusive New Parts Delivered to Your Email Every Month!

Sign Up Today!

VISIT DORMANPRODUCTS.COM/SIGNUP
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